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A note on approximate limits

The main theorems of this paper are the following theorems.
THEOREM 2.7. Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approzitnate sequence
of non - empty Čech-compleie paracompact spaces Xn such that each
Pnm(Xm) is dense in Xn, then limX is non-empty and Čech-complete.
Moreover, Pn(limX) is dense in Xn for each nE IN .
THEOREM 2.11. Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approzimaie mverse
sequence of absoluie G6 - space. Then there ezist:
a) acofinal subsei M = {11i : iEIN} of IN,
b) a usual inverse sequence Y = {~ , qij , M} such that ~ = Xni and
qij = Pii+l Pi+li+2 ... pj-lj for each i,j E IN,
c) a homeomorphism H : limX~limY.
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Classification: 54B25, 54D30.

1 Preliminaries

A space means a Tychonoff space and a mapping means a continuous
(not necessarily surjective) mapping.

Cov(X) is the set of all normal coverings of a topological space X.For
other details see [1].
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In this paper we study the approximate inverse system in the
sense of S. Mardešić [12].

DEFINITION 1.1 An approzimate inverse system is a collection X
= {Xa, Pa/n A},where (A,~) is a directed preordered set,Xa,aEA,is a
topological space and Pab:Xb ---+Xa,a~b,are mappings such that Paa=id
and the following condition (A2) is satisfied:

(A2) For each aEA and each normal cover UE Cov(Xa) there is an index
b?a such that (PacPcd,Pad)-<U,whenever a~b~c~d.

The inverse system in' the sense of [6, p. 135.] we will call usual inverse
system.

DEFINITION 1.2 An approximate map p = {Pa:a E A}:X---+Xinto
an aproximate system X={Xa,Pab,A} is a collection of maps Pa:X---+Xa,
aEA,such that the following condition holds
(AS) For any aEA and any U ECov(Xa) there is b?a such that (PacPc,Pa)-<
U for each c?b.(See [14]).

DEFINITION 1.3 Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an approximate system
and let p = {Pa:a E A}:X---+Xbe an approximate map.We say that p
is a limit of X provided it has the following universal property:

(UL) For any approximate map q = {qa:a E A}:Y---+~ of a space Y
there exists a unique map g:Y---+Xsuch that Pag=qa.

DEFINITION 1.4 Let X={Xa,Pab,A} be an approximate system.A
point x=(xa)E TI{Xa : a E A} is called a thread of X provided it satisfies
the following condition:
(L) (Va EA)(VU E Cov(Xa))(3b ? a)(Vc ? b)Pac(xc) E st(xa,U).

REMARK 1.5 If X, is a T3.s space,then the sets st(xa,u),U E Cov(Xa),
form a basis of the topology at the point x.,;Therefore,for an approximate
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system of Tychonoff spaces condition (L) is equivalent to the following
condition:
(L)* (\la E A) lim{Pac(xc):c2':a} = Xa.

The existence of the limit of any approximate system was proved in [14,
(1.14)Theorem].

THEOREM 1.6 Let X = {Xa, pab, A}be an approzimate system.Let
X~ II{Xa : a E A} be the set of all threads of X and let Pa:X-*Xa be
the restriction Pa=7raIX of the projection 7ra:IIXa -*Xa,aEA. Then p =
{Pa:a E A}:X-+X is a limit of x.
We call this limit the canonicallimit of X = {Xa, pab, A}.

We say that a statement T on elements of a directed set D is fulfiled
[16]:
1. For almost all nED if there exists an element Il{)ED such that T is
fulfiled for every n;?:Il{).
2. For arbitrarily large nED if the set of all nED for which T is fulfiled
is cofinal with D.
A net {An,nED} is a function [16]defined on a directed set D. If {A..,nED}
is a net of subsets of X,then:
3. Alimit inferior LiAn is the set of all point xEX such that every neigh-
bouhood of X intersect An for almost all nED.
4. Alimit superior LsAn is the set of all point xEX such that every
neighbouhood of x intersect An for arbitrarily large nED.
5. Anet {An,nED} is said to be topologically convergent (to a set A) if
LsAn=LiAn (=A) and in this case the set A will be denoted by Lim.A,;

2 Approximate limit ofparacompact Čech-
complete spaces

We start with the following theorem.
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LEMMA 2.1 Let X = {Xa, Pab,A}be an approzimaie inoerse system of
non-empty compact Hausdorff spaces with limit X. lf A' is acofinal sub-
set of A, then for each family N={xa:xa EXa,aEA '} the set Ls{p:;l(xa)
: aEA'} is non-empty and pa(Ls{p:;l (Xa) : aEA'}) ~ Ls {PadXb):bEA' ,
b2::a}.

Proof.For each aEA we consider the net Na={p~(xb):bEA' , h2::a}.
From the compactness of X, it follows that the set C, of all cluster points
of Na is non-empty.Clearly,each C, is closed and com.pact in Xa.First,we
prove

(a) For each aEA, Ca is a subsei of pa(X).

If we suppose that some ca ECa\Pa(X),then ca and Pa(X) respectively,
have disjoint neighhorhoods U and V.By virtue of the property (B3) [14,
pp. 606,615] there is a h2::a such that Pac(Xc)~V for each c2:h ,cEA'.
This is impossihle since there exists c2:h such that Pac(x,,)EU (c, is a
cluster point of the net Na).

From (a) it easily follows that

(b) For each aEA, the set p:;I (Ca) is non-empty.

By (b) there is s: Ep:;l( Ca)~limX, aEA'. Since lim.X is compact, there
is a cluster point YElim~ of the net y = {ya : aEA '}. Let us prove

It suffices to prove that for each neighhorhood Ua of Pa(Y) and each ha
there exists a d2:ha such that Pad(x.:t)EUa. Let U be a normal cover of
X, such that

(1)

Let Ul E U he such that Pa(y)EUI. Then p~I(UI) is a neighborhood of
y. The set B of all bEA' with s' Ep:;I(Ud is cofinal in A' since y is a
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cluster point of y. By virtue of (AS) the set B' ~B of ali bEB, b2:bcn
such that

(2)

is cofinal in A. Similarly, by (A2), the set B" ~B' of ali bEB' such that

(3)

is cofinal in A. Let bEB".Then yb Ep;;-l(Ud. Thus

(4)

By virtue of ( 2) it follows

(5)

This and ( 4) imply

(6)

Now , Pb(yb)ECb since yb Ep;l(Cb). We infer that p~NSt(Pa(Y) , U» is
a neighborhood of Pb(yb). Since Pb(yb) is a cluster point of .Na = {x,
: aEA '} there is a d2:b2:bo,dEA I such that Pbd(x.t)Ep;;-b1(St(Pa(y), U».
This means that Pab(Pbd(x.t»ESt(Pa(y) ,U). Using (3), Pad(Xd)ESt 2(Pa(Y)
,U). Thus , by ( 1)

Pade Xd) E Ua.
We infer that Pa(y)ECa ,i.e. ,yEp~l(Ca) for each aEA .•

In the sequel we shali use

(7)

LEMMA 2.2 Let eX and c Y be eztensions of Tychonoff spaces X and
Y and let f,g:X ~ Y be a pair of continuous mappings which have the
eztensions cf:cX~cY and cg:cX~cY. lfU, V is a pair of normal cover.s
of c Y such that stV< U, then if f and 9 are VI Y-near, ef and cg are
U-near.
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Proof.Consider the normal cover W=( cf)-l(V)A( cgtl(V). For each
xEcX there is a WE W such that xEW. Moreover,there is a point
yEX~cX such that yEW.Now, cf(X)EV1 E V and cg(X)EV2 E V.
Furthermore,f(Y)EV1 E V and g(Y)EV2 E V. There exists a V3 E V
such that {f(y),g(y)}~V3 since f and g are VIY-near. We infer that
{cf(x),cg(x)}~st(V3'V), This means that there is an UE U such that
{cf(x),cg(x)}~U since stV< U. We infer that ef and cg are U-near.The
proof is completed .•

LEMMA 2.3 Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an aprozimate inverse system of
Tychonoff spaces. If caXa, aEA, are Hausdorff extensions of the spaces
Xa such that the mappings Pab have the eziensions CabPab, then cX =
{caXa, CabPab,A }is an approximate inverse system.

Proof. It suffices to verify the condition (A2) for cX. Let aEA be fixed
and let U be any normal cover of caXa.Choose a norma! cover V such
that stV-< U.By virtue of (A2) for X there is an index b>a such that Pad
and PacPcd are VIXa-near.By virtue of the above Lemma we infer that
CadPad and Cad(PacPcd) are U-near.Finaliy, from Cad(PacPcd) = CacPacCcdPcd
it fol1owsthat Cadpad and CacPacCcdPcd are U-near.The proof is complete .•

If X is a Tychonoff space, then by f3X the Čech-Stone compactifica-
tion of X is denoted.

COROLLARY 2.4 Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an approximate inverse
system of Tychonoff spaces. Then f3X = {f3Xa, f3Pab' A}is also an ap-
proximate inverse system.

In the sequel we shali denote by Pn the natural projection Pn:limf3X---+
f3Xn.

LEMMA 2.5 Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an approximate inverse system
of non-empty Tychonoff spaces, If for some family N ={xa:xa EXa,aEA}
the set Ga = LS{PadxbJ : b~a} is non-empty and compact, then limX is
non-empty.
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Proof. Consider the approximate system f3X = {f3Xa, f3Pab' A}. By
virtue of 2.1 there exists yE f3limX such that Ya=Pa(y)EDa, where Da
is alimit superior of {Pab(Xb) : b2:a} in f3Xa. On the other hand C; =
LS{Pab(Xb) : b2:a} in X, is compact. This means that Da = Ca. We infer
that ya EXa• Thus, yElimX. The proof is complete .•

LEMMA 2.6 Let X = {Xa, Pab, A}be an approzimaie inoerse Jy~tem
of non-empty Tychonoff topologically compleie spaces, If there ezists a
cofinal subsei A' of A sucli that for sorne family JI ={xa:xa EXa,aEA '}
the set Ga = LJ{Pab(xb) : bEA'} is non-empty and compact, then limX
is non-empty.

Proof.Consider the approximate system Y = {Xa,Pab,A/}. By virtue of
Theorem 2.5 limY is non-empty, Theorem (2.14) of [15] completes the
proof.•

We give the following application of Lem.ma 2.6.
We say that a space X is Čech - complete ii X is a Tychonoff space

which is a G6 - set in f3X [6, p. 251.). We shall say that the diameter of
a subsei Y of topological space X is less than acover A = {A. : sES}
of the space X, and we shall write h"(Y)< A, provided there exists sES
such that Y~A. [6, p. 252.]. A Tychonoff space X is Čech - complete iff
there exists a countable family {A : iE IN} of open covers of the space
X with the property:
(Č) Any family F of subsets of X, which has the finite intersection
property and contains sets of diameter less than A i for i = 1, 2, ... , has
non - empty intersection n{CIF : FE F} ([3, p. 183.], [6, p. 252.]).

THEOREM 2.7 Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approximate sequence
of non - empty Čech-complete paracompact spaces Xn such that each
Pnm(Xm) is dense in Xn, then limX is non-empty and Čech-complete.
Moreover, Pn(limX) is dense in Xn for each nE IN .
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Pro of.The proof is broken into several steps.
Step 1. Let us prove that for each point x.o EX.o and for each open set
Uio 3x.o there exists a point xElimX such that pio(X)EU.o' Let {A..,i :
iE IN} be a family of open covers of X, with the property (Č). There
exists a norma1 coverU of x.o such that st 2(x.o,u)~Uio. Moreover, there
exists a norma1 cover V of x.o such that stV refines both Ao,l and U.
Now, we denote V again by Ao,l.
Step 2. By induction, for each iE IN, we will choose n. E IN,n. ~io,
and the norma1 covers Uj,n" j:Sn. , such that:
(Pl) stUj,n. ,j<n. , is a refinement of the covers A;,k for k-en, ,
(P2) stUn.,n. is a refinement of the covers qj/(Unj,nJ J:Si, the covers
A...,k , k:Sn.,and the cover Pj';.(Uj,n.), whenever j-cn.,
(P3) (Pjn , PjmPmn)-<Uj,n. , n~ m~ n.+! ,j:Sn. .

Let nI = io and let Un.,n. be a normal cover of Je...,n. such that stUn.,n.
is a refinement of the cover An.,n •. By (A2), there is a number n2 E IN,
n2 >nl, such that (P3) is satisfied for j = nI and n2 ,i.e. ,

n ~ m >~. (8)

In each space X;, j<n2, there is a normal cover Uj,n2 such that (Pl) is
satisfied (i.e., stUj,n2 is a refinement of the covers Aj,k , k:Sn2) since Xj
is a paracompact space. Sirnilarly, one can define a norm.al cover Un2,n2

such that (P2) is satisfied.
Suppose that nI, ... ,n.-l, i>2 , and the covers Uj,n._., j:Sn.-1 ,

with (Pl) - (P3) are defined. Let us define n., Firstly , we define the
covers Uj,n._., j<n.-l, Un._.,n._. such that (Pl) and (P2) are satisfied.
This is possible since Xj , j:Sn.-1 , is paracompact and since any two
normal coverings admit a normal covering which refines both. By (A2)
there is a number n. >n.-l such that (P3) is satisfied. This completes
the construction of an usual inverse sequence Y = {Yi , qij , M} such
that Yi = Je... and qij = P'i+l Pi+li+2... Pj-lj for each iJE IN, i.e., the
sequence

(9)
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Step 3. By virt ue of Michael's theorem for usual inverse sequences [6,
p. 257.], limY is non-empty. Moreover, there exists y = (yn.) in limY
such that

(10)

By (P3) it follows

(11)

This means that

(12)

or
(14)

since Pnj_.nj_,(Ynj_,) = Ynj_•. Using (P3) for nj-3 , nj-2 , nj and Y», we
obtain

We infer that
(16)

Repeating this , we infer that for fixed iE IN and each k2:i + 3

(17)

Step 4. We see that {Pin~(Yn..) : nk 2:i} has the diameter less than
Uni,ni' It is obvious that LS{Pin~(Ynl.): nk 2:i} is compact. By virtue of
Lemma 2.6 there exists xElim,BX such that Pi(x)ELs{Pin/,(YnJ : nk 2:i}.
This means that xElimX. From ( 17) it follows that pio(X)Est(Pio(Y),
Ao,l)' Moreover, ( 10) implies (Pio(Y) , Xio)-<Ao,l' By virtue of Step 1.
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st 2(x.o,A;o,d~Uio. We infer that Pio(X)EUio.This means that Pio(limX)
is dense in X;o. The praof is completed .•
QUESTION. Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approximate inverse se-
quence of non-empty Čech-complete spaces X,; Does it follow that limX
is non-empty?

A Tychonoff space X is called locally Čech - compleie if every point
xEX has a Čech - complete neighbourhood [6, p. 297.]. Every locally
Čech - complete paracompact space is Čech - complete. From [6, p.
423.] it follows that if X={Xn, Pmn,JN} is an approximate sequence of
paracompact Čech - complete spaces , then limX is paracompact and
Čech - complete. By virtue of Theorem 2.7 it follows

COROLLARY 2.8 Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approzimate inverse
sequence of non-empty locally Čech - compleie paracompact spaces such
that PidXj) is dense in Xi,i~j.Then p;(limX) is dense in Xi' Moreover,
limX is paracompact and Čech - complete.

From Theorem 2.7 it follows the approximate version of Theorem of
Arens [2, Theorem 2.4.]. (See also [6, p. 257,Exercise 3.9.H.]).

COROLLARY 2.9 Let X={Xn, Pmn, JN} be an approzimate sequence
of non - empty compleie metric spaces Xn. If Pnm(Xm) is dense in Xn ,
m?:.n, then limX is non - empty compleie metric space and Pn(limX) is
dense in Xn.

A metric space X is said to he locally compleie if for each xEX there
exists an open set U3x such that CIU is complete.

Let X = U{Rx{;~·}:n=1,2,...} he the suhspace of the space R2. Then
X is locally complete,but not complete since the sequence {(I,;) : n=I,2,3, ..}
is a Cauchy non-convergent (in X) sequence.Simi1arly,the suhspace y =
{(x,y):x>O, y=sin;} of R2 is non-complete locally complete space.
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COROLLARY 2.10 Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be a usual inverse sequence
of non-empty locally cotnpleie metric spaces such that P;JXj) is dense
in X;,iS:j. Then pd1imX) is dense in X;.

A metric space X is an absolute Gć - space [6, p. 342J if X is a Gć - set
in any metrizable space in which it is embedded. A metrizable space X
is a Gć - space iff it is completely metrizable.

The main theorem of this Section is the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.11 Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approzimate inverse se-
quence of absoluie G, - spaces . Then there ezisi:

a) acofinal subsei M = {n; : iEIN} of IN,

b) a usual inverse sequence Y = {~ , qij , M} such that ~ = Xn,
and qij = Pii+l Pi+li+2 ... Pj-Ij for each i,j E IN,

c) a homeomorphism H : limX---+limY.

Proof.Let {An,i : iE IN} be a family of open covers of X; with the
property:
(UNO) the members of An,i are sets of diameter less than lli.

By induction, for each iE IN, we will choose n. E IN and the normal
covers Uj,nil j<n. , of X, such that:
(UNI) stUj,n, ,j<n. , is a refinement of the covers A-,k for k-en, ,
(UN2) stUn"n, is a refinement of the covers q;/(Unj,n.) jS:i, the covers
An"k , kS:n.,and the cover Pj;,(Uj,n.), whenever j-cn.,
(UN3) (Pin , PimPmn)-<Ui,n, , n2: m2: n.+1 , j:Sn. ,
(UN4) (Pj ,Pim Pm)-<Uj,n, , j:Sn. , m2:n..

Let nI = 1 and let Uni,ni be a normal cover of Xn
"
n, such that stUni,ni

is a refinement of the cover An
"
n,. By (A2) and (AS) ([12, p. 242.] , [15,

p. 113.]) there is a number n2 E IN, n2 >nl, such that

(18)
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and
(Pu" Pn,mPm) -< Un"n" (19)

In each space Xj, j<n2, there is a normal cover Uj,n, such that (UNI) is
satis:fied (i.e., stUj,n, is a re:finement of the covers Aj,,, , kS;n2) since X,
is a paracompact space. Similarly, one can define a normal cover U n"n,
such that (UN2) is satis:fied.

Suppose that nI, ... '~-l' i>2 , and the covers Uj,n._" jS;~-2 ,
with (UNI) - (UN4) are defined. Let us define n., First1y , we define
the covers Uj,n._" j<~-l , Un._"n._, such that (UNI) and (UN2) are
satisfied. This is possible since X, , jS;~-1 , is paracompact and since
any two normal coverings admit a normal covering which refines both.
By (A2) and (AS) there is a number n, >~-l such that (UN3) and
(UN4) are satisfied. This completes the construction of an usual inverse
sequence Y = {Yi, qij , M} such that Yi = x,.. and qij = Pn.ni+' Pn.+,ni+'

Pni-,ni for each iJE IN, i.e., the sequence

Xn, (20)

Now we shall define a homeomorphism H : limX -t limY. Let x be any
Point of limX. We shall prove that for each cover .A... l of x,.. there is a" ,
mE IN such that the diameter

(21)

From the above construction it follows that there is acover Uni,n" j<i,
which satisfies (UNI), (UN3) and (UN4).We set m =~. Let n" > m.
By virtue of (UN3) and (UN4) it follows

and
(23)
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We infer that

From (UN2) it follows that st 2Un~_2,n~_2refines the eover P;:L.n~_2(Un~-.,n~-J.
Thus, ( 24) implies

(25)

Moreover , (UN4) implies

(26)

Renee

Repeating this , we infer that

Using (UN2) for the eover Unj,ni we have that st 2Uni,ni refines qj/Unj,ni.
Now, ( 28) implies

(29)

Renee, the relation ( 21) is proved. We infer that {<I.ikPn~(x) : kE IN }
is a Cauehy sequenee. Set

Ynj = lim{lJikPn~(x): k E IN}. (30)

This is possible sinee eaeh Je; is eompletely metrizable. Moreover , we
have

(31)
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sinee q.;(YnJ = q.;(lim{ <}jkPn.(X) : kE IN} = lim{q'j <}jkPn.(x) : kE IN}
= lim{q'kPn.(X): kE IN}) = Yni' Renee Y = (YnJ is a point oflimY.
We define a maping Rni : limX-tJC..i by

(32)

Claim 1. The mappings Hni , iEIN, induce a mapping H:limX-tlimY
such that qniH = Hni , iEIN.
Claim 2. H and Hni , iE IN , are coniinuous,

Let X be any point of limX and let H(x) = y. Consider any open
neighbourhood U of yElimY. There exists an open set Uni such that
YEq.-1(UnJ~U. This means that q.(y)EUni. By virtue of (UNO) there
exist Vi E Ai,;' such that V = Vi ~Uni' Let nj = maxjn, ,j}.Consider
the cover Unj,n;- By virtue of (UN2) W = st 3(<}j(Y), Unj,nJ is contained
in q.j1(V). Henee, qj1(W) is a neighbourhood of y contained in U. Let
W1 be any member of Unj,nj containing <}j(Y).There is an IDO E IN such
that q;mPn".(x)EW1. By virtue of ( 28)

We infer that Pn;(x)Est 2(<}j(Y),Unj, ••;). Let W2 be any member of Unj,nj
which eontains Pnj(X). There is an open set W3 containing X such that
Pnj(W3)~W2. By virtue of (UN4) we have Pnj(Z)Est 3(q;(y) , Unj,nj) for
each zEW3. This means H(Z)Eqj1(W)~U. The proof ofthe continuity of
H is completed. The continuity of H..i folIows from qniH = H..i ,iE IN .
Claim 3. H is one - to - one.

Let X1 , X2be any pair of distinet points of limX. There exists an
indeks iE IN such that Pm(X1):~Pm(X2)for all m~ns. There exists acover
Uni'; of JC..i such that Pni(X1) and Pni(X2)are in the members W1 , W2

of Uni,j with disjoint closures. By virtue of ( 29) we have

(33)
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and
{qjkPn,,(XZ) : k ~ i} ~ Wz. (34)

We infer that lim{qjkPn,,(xl)} : k ~ i} =/=lim{qjkPn,,(Xl)} : k ~ i}. By
virtue of ( 32) we infer that Hn;(xd=/=Hn;(xz) and H(Xl)=/=H(xz). Hence ,
H is one - to - one.
Claim 4. H is onio,

Let Y = (YnJ be any point of lim Y. We will define a point xElimX
such that H(x) = y. By (UN3) it follows

(35)

This means that

(36)

By (UN2) we have

ar
(38)

Using (UN3) for nj-3 , nj-Z , nj and Y«, we obtain

We infer that

Repeating this, we infer that for fixed iE IN and each k~i + 3

(41)
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Arguing as in ( 28) and ( 29) we see that {Pin,,(Yn..): nk 2:i} is a Cauchy
sequence in X;. Let

(42)

By virtue of Lemma 2.5 there exists xElimX such that Pi(X) = Xi. It
remain s to prove that H(x) = y. From ( 41) and ( 42) it follows that

Xn, E st(Yn"u.."nJ.

Arguing as in ( 35)-( 41) we infer that

u-; = lim{qij(xnJ : nj 2: i} = lim{qijPnj(x) : nj 2: i}. (43)

By virtue of ( 32) and Claim 1. it follows that Hn,(x) = Y«, , iElN , and
H(x) = y. The proof of the surjectivity of H is completed.
Claim 5. H is open. We shall prove that G = H-I is continuous. Let
y be any point of limY and let U be any open neighbourhood of x =
G(y). By virtue of the definition of a base in limX, there is an open set
U, ~X; such that xEpil(Ui)~U. We infer that xi = Pi(x)EUi. Let Vi be
an open set such that xi EVi ~ClVi ~Ui. There exists acover At,; such
that st(Xi , At,j) is contained in V. Moreover, by (UNI), there exists a
normal cover Ui,n" such that

(44)

By virtue of ( 42) and ( 41) it follows that there exists a nl 2:i such that

(45)

and
Pnln",(Yn.J E st(Ynl' u..l,nJ,nm 2: nl. (46)

Let Vnl = St(Ynl ,u..l,nJ. Then q~}(VnJ is a neighbourhood of y.For
each zEq~ll(VnJ we have Znl = qnl(z)Est(Ynllu..l,nl). By'~tue of ( 41)

(47)
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This means that

(48)

By (UN2) we infer that

(49)
Using (UN3) for i and Ui,n••we infer that

(50)

From ( 44) it followsthat

(51)

We infer that lim{Pin",(zn,J : nm 2 ni} ECIVi ~Ui. By virtue of ( 42)
we infer that piG(z)EUi ,i.e. , G(Z)EU. Thus, G = B-I is eontinuous.
This means that B is is open. The proof of Theorem 2.11 is eompleted .•

COROLLARY 2.12 Let X={Xn, pTnn, IN} be an approzimate inverse
sequence of compact tnetric spaces . Then there ezisi:

a) acofinal subsei M = {~ : iEIN} of IN,

b) a usual inverse sequence Y = {y. , qii , M} such that y. = Xni
and qii = pii+1 Pi+li+2 ... Pi-li for each i,jE IN,

c) a homeomorphism H : limX-+limY.

Pro of. Each compaet metric space is complete. Apply Theorem 2.11..

REMARK 2.13 An alternate proof of the above Corollary can be
found in Proposition 8. of [4] sinee eaeh normal eover of a eompaet
metric space X has a Lebesgue number [6, p. 344.]. Thus, eaeh approxi-
mate inverse system of eompact metric spaees is an approx:imate inverse
system in the sense of M.G. Charalambous [4]. This is not true for non
- eompact metric spaees. M.G. Charalambous [4, Proposition 8] has a
more general result for the inverse sequenees of eomplete metrie spaees
and uniform bonding mappings.
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3 Applications

We start with the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1 Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approzimaie inverse se-
quence of non-empty compleie meiric spaces and let P be a topological
property which satisfies the following condition:

[O} If Z = {Zn,fmn,N} is an inverse sequence of spaces having pro-
perty P, then limZ luis property P.
Then limX has the property P.

Proof. Let Y = {Yi' qij , M} be an usual inverse sequence from
Theorem 2.11. From (C) it follows that limY has the property P. By
virtue of Theorem 2.11 it follows that limX has property P since limX
is homeomorphic to limY .•

In the sequel we shali give some application of Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3.2 Let X={Xn, pmn, IN} be an approzimaie inuerse sy-
stem of compleie meiric spaces. If dimXn ~k, then dim(limX)~k.

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 and the usual inverse limit theorem of
Nagami [17].•

If the spaces L are separable metric spaces, then we have the next
theorem which is an approximate version of Theorem 1.13.4 of [7, p.
149.].

THEOREM 3.3 Let X={Xn, pmn, IN} be an approzimaie mverse se-
quence of separable metric spaces such that dimX ~k,iEN.
Then dim(limX)~k.

Pro of. By virtue of Lemma 1.13.3. there are compact metric spaces cX;
which are the extensions of X; such that dim(cL)~dimXn and such that
each pnm is extendable to a continuous mapping CPnm. Thus, we have
the approximate inverse sequence eX = {cL, CPnm, IN}. By virtue of
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the above Theorem dim(lim cX)::=;k. It follows that dim(limX)::=;k. The
proof is complete .•

A space X is locally connected (.semi-locally connected) if for each
xEX and each open subset U of X such that xEU there is an open subset
V with xEV~U and V is connected(X\ V has onlyafinite number of
components).

THEOREM 3.4 Let X={Xn, Pmn, IN} be an approximate inver.se .sy-
stern of compleie metric spaces, If the .spaces Xi,iEN,are connected (10-
cally connected} and if the mappings Pij are hereditarily quotient mono-
tone surjections,then 1imX is connecied (locally connected).

Proof. Consider the inverse system Y ={Xm"qij,M} as in Theorem 2.11.
By virtue of [6, p. 134.] and [6, Theorem 6.1.28.] the system Y has
the hereditarily quotient monotone surjective bonding mappings.If the
spaces X, are connected,then limY is connected [18, Theorem 11.]. By
virtue of Theorem 11. [18]limX is connected.Moreover,by virtue of [18,
Theorem 9.] and [18, p. 71.,Corollary] it follows that the projections
q.rlim'Y -+Xmi are hereditarily quotient and monotone.If the spaces Xmi
are locally connected,then from the definition of a base of topology of
limY and [6, Theorem 6.1.28.] it follows that limY is locally connec-
ted.Clearly,limX is locally connected .•
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Lončar 1. Bilješka o aproksimativnim limesima

SAŽETAK

U radu su izučavani limesi aproksimativnih inverznih sistema X =
{Xa, Pab, A}u smislu S. Mardešića [10J.Glavni rezultati rada su slijedeći:

(a) Ako je X={x.., Pmn, .hV} aproksimativni inverzni niz nepraznih
Čech - kompletnih parakompaktnih prostora,tadaje limX neprazan Čech
- kompletan prostor (Teorem 2.7.).

(h) Ako je X={x.., Pmn, .hV} aproksimativni niz apsolutno G6 - pro-
stora, tada postoji obični inverzni podniz koji ima limes homeomorfan
limesu polaznog aproksimativnog niza (Teorem 2.11.).

(c) U trećem odjeljku dane su neke primjene rezultata (h).


